2012 kia sorento wiring harness

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Airbag issues with this vehicle vehicle is not safe to drive Kia
needs to recall airbags may just save a life and mines is at state here Driving on the thru-way
going 65 mph when my vehicle jerked forward suddenly. I was able to pull over, vehicle lost
control of steering and brakes and completely just 'shut off' on me with no fore-warning. Called
aaa, tech. Could visibly see a belt which had ripped out of engine and was dangling under
vehicle. I then had vehicle repaired- a new belt was installed, a brand new alternator, new
brakes, oil change. Called aaa, they serviced me off the thru-way thru-way division and upon
having vehicle looked at my choice shop.. I was told that my vehicle had completely seized was
now totally dead and was non- repairable without a new engine. Also told that my vehicle had
little oil even though I had only 3 weeks prior gotten an oil change and car repairman could not
report any physical issues with oil connections, ie. Gasket leak, drain plug, seal issues. Due to
the amount of monies I have spent from day 1 on this vehicle, my experiences and the lemon
the vehicle has proven to be, I find this incredibly unsettling and know that there were issues
going on with this vehicle prior to it going onto the road that should have been repaired and
were not due to no fault of my own. Aside from these issues, in past there were several other
problems related to the locks and windows locking on there own while vehicle in motion and
fuses related to this as well as the vehicle shocking me when opening drivers side door handle
which is incredibly unsafe! I request that someone please look into the recall withholding which
has come to light with Kia and my vehicle qualifying for these recalls as Kia has told me that
they are unwilling to assist me financially as well as West herr. Search CarComplaints. The
vehicle was sitting in the driveway approximately 30 to 45 minutes after having been driven. I
had noticed nothing unusual when driving the car. I walked outside to the driveway and flames
were visible inside the car. The car was unoccupied and was not running. The switch was
turned off and the keys were removed. The doors were locked. I unlocked the doors and put the
fire out with a pan of water. I let it cool off and cranked it and moved it out of the driveway to the
side of the road. I removed the battery cable for safety reasons. The emergency flasher switch
apparently had melted and the flashers would not turn off. Since I purchased this vehicle brand
new in December I have had to replace the headlight wiring 4 times and have to change the
headlight bulb at least once every months. Each time I have had the wiring harness replaced
after the third light bulb change the wiring harness begins to melt and then loses connection
with the bulb therefor my headlights are intermittent. I drive Kia sorrento , its at , miles. For the
last miles my car has started burning through abnormally high amounts of oil. It doesn't give
any warning signs and the low oil warning light never comes on. For my last 3 services which
were in June, August and November, all well before I was due for oil change, I was told that
there was next to none oil left in my car. On Nov 16th, while I was driving on a freeway my car
without giving me any warning or indication that oil was running low, decelerated from 60mph
to 30mph and the check engine sign started flashing. I pulled aside and got it towed to a nearby
car auto repair shop. I was told that there was next to none oil in my car and because it had
been running without any oil my engine was all damaged. I was told that my Kia needed engine
replacement. I was also told that the mechanic didn't find any leaks or other reasons why oil
might be getting consumed so quickly. I searched online about why I might be having this
problem and found that many other Kia owners across America are experiencing same
problems with abnormally high amount of oil consumption. Since then I have been trying to get
in touch with Kia corporate to see if they might be able to help me figure out what has been
happening but I have been unsuccessful. On a busy highway rt. Than lost all power. And got
over to the shoulder. Try a jump after 3 minutes the vehicle shut back down. Driving on the
interstate or in town, I lose all power with no warning other than a jerk that feels like I have been
hit in the rear. Then it goes dead. I crank it back up and it runs for a while then repeats. I took to
Kia dealership and left it today, but they are saying it is not part of a recall, after Kia Corp. Told
my father last week that it was a recall on the power train control module. It is there now to be
checked 1st thing in the morning. I spent on 5grand for a rebuilt engine. Original complaint was
electrical system did not give me any indication that there was an issue with my oil or engine.
Driving down a main street where my car suddenly died. I had to pull off to the side of the road. I
was able to restart it. Once it was restarted you can hear loud clicking from the engine. Fast
forward to a year and 4 months later. Rebuilt engine on Feb Once again no indication that there
was a problem with my car. No oil light. I was driving on the highway when my car was not
picking up on accelerating. I decided after work I put some oil into my engine. Schedule an appt
with my mechanic to have my oil changed. The next day my car would not start. Had my
mechanic tow my car and later tells me that it was my engine again. Stated he could find an

engine for over 3grand for me. Unfortunately I do not have the money. I am now out of a car
again with a newborn and trying to find rides to and from work. I just recently moved and cannot
afford this. My VIN is not listed in the recalls and it should be. Kia has faulty engines and it is
not just the one engine. Last engine failure was at miles. This time it is at miles. Why are my oil
lights not coming on when there is low oil" why was this problem not fixed to begin with?? I
don't even trust my car with my Kia dealership anymore because they are crooks and liars. I still
have 10grand left to pay for this car! As I was driving, I noticed smoke coming from under my
hood and when I pulled over to check, my car blew up in flames. While my vehicle was in motion
on the highway going over 70mph my engine shut off, my speedometer dropped from 70 to 40
causing the vehicle behind me to have to pull into on coming traffic two lane road going down
mountain to avoid slamming into my vehicle. Prior to this oil, check engine, and four wheel
drive lights all began to flash. Pulled over, shut off vehicle and vehicle started after some
struggle. Drove with hazards all the way home. Before this my vehicle would lose power while
driving. My rpms would drop and hitting the gas did nothing. Every time vehicle starts making
knocking sound before rattling and stalling out. Vehicle has been in motion every single time it
loses power, or the engine stalls out. Immediately purchased car fax to see all open recalls on
my vehicle. This is one of the major ones. Entire replacement of engine. Kia refuses to replace
my engine and only kept my vehicle in the shop for 56 minutes before telling me it was ready for
pick up. When engine is acting up, removing my foot from the gas does not slow the vehicle.
This vehicle is incredibly dangerous and unpredictable. I have replaced the passenger side low
beam light multiple times because of it burning out prematurely. I bought another bulb to have it
replaced and the old bulb was still good. The auto parts store checked the fuses and all are ok.
Kia recall. On May 22, , my Kia Sorento caught fire and was totaled. There was no explanation at
this time, but now it is coming to surface that these vehicles are spontaneously catching fire. I
was driving the truck when I heard a loud noise like a fire gun than I saw smoke coming out
from the engine, I pulled over and saw that the engine was already on fire, I got my two
daughters out of the truck and five minutes later the whole truck exploted - Riverside, CA, USA.
While driving all warning lights on dashboard turned on and my car started shaking and I hear
the engine turn off while in the middle of driving. I was in a residential area going down hill and
speed limit was 25 mph so I was able to pull to the side of the road. The lights would stay on
and would not turn off. The gears were stuck as well, it would not let me park the car. I waited a
few minutes to turn car off and it worked. I used the emergency brakes to keep car from rolling. I
then waited a few minutes to turn car on lights on again and was able to shift the car into park. I
have my car service routinely and no warning of something like this could happen. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:. Kia Spectra LX. KIA Car radio wiring diagrams.
Car radio wire diagram stereo wiring diagram gm radio wiring diagram. Car stereo wiring
diagrams car radio wiring car radio wiring colors car radio wire car radio connections wiring
diagram car radio wire colours. KIA auto radio wiring diagrams install car radio. How to install
car radio autoradio wiring harness stereo installation. How to install car radio wires. Car radio
install car wiring diagrams wiring harness pinout connector diagram. Car stereo radio wiring
diagram. How to wire a car radio wiring diagram for car stereo. Car stereo wiring diagram radio
installation head unit. Car radio wire colors car audio wiring free radio wiring diagrams. Radio
diagram wiring car radio car radio wiring diagrams. Free car radio wires stock diagram. Car
radio wiring colour codes car radio speakers. Free Download. Circuit Diagram. Car Stereo
Wiring. Car Manuals. Service Manual. KIA Car Radio Stereo Audio Wiring Diagram Autoradio
connector wire installation schematic schema esquema de conexiones stecker konektor
connecteur cable shema car stereo harness wire speaker pinout connectors power how to
install. Car radio. Model autoradio. IC Amplifier. CD changer. X24C01 smd. DGF D75PGF W CRR
CR KIAAH x 2. TDA x 2. Wiring Diagram Sample. Avoid shortages and malfunctions when
cabling your car's electronics. Effectively read a cabling diagram, one offers to find out how the
particular components within the system operate. For instance , in case a module is usually
powered up also it sends out a signal of fifty percent the voltage plus the technician will not
know this, he'd think he provides a challenge, as this individual would expect the 12V signal.
Following diagrams is fairly simple, but using it in the opportunity of how the system operates
is a different matter. Our best advice is not only look in the diagram, but understand how the
constituents operate when within use. Before reading the schematic, get familiar and
understand all of the symbols. Read typically the schematic like a new roadmap. The best
approach to prevent power shock would be to ALWAYS test wires in addition to devices for
energy before taking care of them or near them. Simply shutting away from the power isn't good
enough. Further, a possibility uncommon for circuit breaker containers to become mislabeled,
particularly when the electrical services have been extended or perhaps adapted over the
particular years. The circuit breaker label may well not accurately describe the actual circuit

breaker in fact controls. All electrical electrical wiring and devices have an amperage, or amp,
rating. This specific is the highest amount of electrical current they might safely bring. Most
traditional household brake lines are rated with regard to 15 amps or even 20 amps, although
large-appliance circuits such as for electric washer dryer combos and ranges might be rated
with regard to 30, 40, 50 amps, or maybe more. Any time installing or replacing wiring or
gadgets, all of the particular parts you use should have the correct amperage rating regarding
the circuit. For example, a amp circuit must have got gauge wiring, which is rated for 20 amps.
When you install gauge, amp wiring on that circuit, you create a fireplace hazard for the reason
that amp circuit breaker protecting that circuit may possibly not shut off prior to the amp wiring
overheats. When replacing a swap, light fixture, or outlet receptacle, create sure not to install a
device of which is rated regarding more amperage compared to circuit carries. This is especially
important when exchanging receptacles. A container rated for amps has a distinctive prong
form inside which one of many vertical slots contains a Capital t shape. This form allows amp
home appliances, which have an identical T-shaped prong, to be inserted. Installing this type of
receptacle on the amp circuit tends to make it possible in order to possibly overload typically
the circuit if a person plug such a amp appliance in it. Take note, however, there is zero danger
to installing amp receptacles within amp circuits given that it is completely fine when the
plug-in device pulls less power as compared to the circuit amperage. In fact, it is quite normal
with regard to amp general-use brake lines to be " cable " with amp containers. Electrical power
travels along conductors, such as wires plus the metal associates of outlets and sockets. Tight
contacts between conductors create smooth transitions coming from one conductor to another.
But loose connections act like velocity bumps, restricting the particular flow and creating
friction and heat. Very loose contacts can result in arcing, by which electricity jumps through
the air coming from one conductor to another, creating huge heat. Prevent fire hazards by
making sure all electrical wiring connections are limited and also have full make contact with
from the conductors getting joined. When splicing wires together, always use approved wire
connectors "wire nuts". Outlet receptacles in addition to switches tend to be made with push-fit
cable connection slots on the back, along with the traditional screw-terminal connections on the
attributes from the device. These types of push-fit connections are notorious for dislodging or
failing, thus professional electricians nearly unanimously avoid all of them in favor regarding
making very tight and secure screw terminal connections. Grounding and polarization are
important for that safety associated with modern electrical systems. Grounding offers a secure
path for stray electrical current triggered by a fault or other trouble in a signal. Polarization
makes sure that electrical current travels coming from the source alongside "hot" wires in
addition to returns to the particular source along neutral wires. Always adhere to
manufacturer's wiring diagrams when replacing a fixture, and understandâ€”and useâ€”your
home's grounding system to make sure grounding and polarization remain intact. Right now
there are a selection of approaches to test for grounding in addition to polarization. An easy
plug-in circuit analyzer device, available for a couple of dollars, will create it possible to be able
to routinely check stores to ensure they are wired correctly. In most situations, this means an
electrical box. Enclosures not just protect the connectionsâ€”and protect people from
accidental contact together with those connectionsâ€”they furthermore provide means for
securing conductors like electric cables and products. The rule in this article is simple: you
lazy. If a person need to create a wiring splice, install a junction box and secure the cables to
the box with cable clamps. Never leave a new splice or other connection exposed or unsecured.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Electric Motor
Switch Radio Latest. Important Tips for Risk-free Electrical Repairs 1. Test for Power The best
approach to prevent power shock would be to ALWAYS test wires in addition to devices for
energy before taking care of them or near them. Facebook Tweet Pin. So how do you find out
what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time
wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. It was later determined that a short in the driver's seat wiring harness had blown the
fuse for control module 2 resulting in the aforementioned instrumentation and safety
equipment. I was driving my car in a parking garage and without warning as I was making a left
turn the car shut down completely, no lights, no engine, no power steering, stiff brakes. I was
unable to even turn on my hazard lights. Someone was kind enough to help push my vehicle to
the side and eventually I was able to restart the car. When I took it to the dealer, they found
nothing and were unable to recreate the problem. This could be a real danger on the road and
now my trust in the car is shaken! I was in traffic and the engine stopped running. I noticed that
engine stopped with all the indicators on including the check engine light on but my car was not
running anymore and will not drive even when I pressed the gas pedal. I put it on park and

turned it off and restarted. It started. This happened twice within 10 minutes of each other.
Search CarComplaints. Incident 1: I was driving the vehicle East bound on a St in the downtown
san diego area, approaching front street exact street intersection unknown. I was in the center
lane when the car, without any warning of imminent failure not even an odd noise or electrical
glitch beforehand just completely shut off and stopped abruptly. I had no way to even move the
steering wheel to try to move out of the way. I placed the vehicle in park, turned on my warning
lights, turned off the ignition and then tried to re-start the vehicle. It restarted without any
complication as if nothing happened. This time, I was driving West bound on cedar street in
downtown san diego, at approximately mph decreasing speed to stop at a light when at the
corner of 5th street and cedar St. I was able to veer the car off to the side a bit because of the
momentum and angle of the street but could not move the steering wheel much. I placed the car
in park, turned on my warning signals, and turned of the ignition. I then shifted the vehicle to
neutral then back to park, and then tried to turn on the car again and it did without any
problems. The following day, I took the vehicle to the Kia dealership service department. They
told me they ran diagnostics and were not able to identify the problem and that they were not
able to duplicate the concern. Their only recommendation was to take the car in if it happens
again. At the time of the incident the vehicle was being driven about 15 mph making a right turn.
At the time of turning the vehicle's steering wheel the car shut off unexpectedly shutting the
engine off. Loss of control then occurred of the steering wheel to stiff to turn along with a
difficult breaking process causing the car to veer off the roadway. Fortunately, the vehicle was
brought to a stop by placing an extreme and increased force onto the break pedal before a brick
pillar was struck head on. Traffic going my direction had stop signs and cross traffic did not.
There was one other car approaching the intersection from my left. Without warning, my Kia
Sorento completely shut off engine, electrical and electronic. I was not able to fully stop or turn
at the intersection as my car had lost power brakes, power steering and any ability to
accelerate. When the car came to a rest, it was at a diagonal, partially blocking the intersection
and facing the wrong way toward any oncoming traffic to my right there was none at the time.
The car was still in drive and the ignition was still in the fully-forward engaged position, but
there were no dashboard lights illuminated and the motor was dead. The other car that had been
approaching to my left was able to stop in time to avoid my car, and he drove around me and
continued on. I put on my hazard lights. For the first 15 seconds or so, I was unable to get the
car to shift into neutral or park. Eventually, I was able to get the gear shift to move to park, but
the car would not turn on despite my turning the the ignition off and on multiple times. I was
about to get out and call a tow truck when the dashboard lights suddenly came back on. At that
point, I was able to restart to car and drive to my destination. The car did not show any signs of
a problem in the time immediately before or after this incident. At the time of this writing, the
dealer has not been able to recreate the problem, nor have they found any codes on the car's
computer. This is potentially an extremely dangerous problem. While driving my car on 4
different occasions my vehicle has shut off while in motion. The car locks out and I have no
control of it. I have taken the vehicle 3 different times to the dealer. The dealer is unable to
duplicate the reason for the shutdown. This is my family car where 3 small children are
transported in and I am scared that this issue could potentially cause bodily injury or death to
myself, my family or the public. When the vehicle shuts off there is no advance warning. In one
occasion a vehicle had to swerve to prevent from colliding into me. The dealer has simply said
that they are unable to fix a problem they have no codes on. Kia made a recommendation to
change the battery and alternator to see if that will solve the issue, but are unsure what the
source of the problem is. Kia Sorento stalled when approaching a stop sign at low speeds of
miles per hr. There was no sound or damage. Dealer not able to recreate situation so no repairs.
This has happened couple of times in last two years. Symptoms are yellow engine light turns on
and car engine stalls. After putting car in parking and pressing ignition button on would re-start
the engine. Please follow up as this is a safety hazard as car can stalls in moving traffic. I am
beyond disappointed in my Kia Sorento. It all started when my Sorento began to vibrate when
traveling at interstate speed, then it just led to more complex problems. I can be driving down
the interstate at normal interstate speed of 70 or going 50 and it will go crazy making unusual
sounds and all the lights start going crazy. Then the whole vehicle shuts off. This is very
concerning since I have a 2 year old and 1 year old in my back seat and it always seems to
happen when I am in a high traffic area. I purchased the Sorento because it is suppose to be
considered a family vehicle. That's isn't it. I can be traveling in town or where ever and when at
a yield entrance way I can pull into the main road and what do you know. The Sorento stalls out.
It doesn't want to increase speed. This same thing also happens while I am speeding up as well.
It gets up to 5rpm before changing gears. I can't let off or I will get rear ended. My Sorento also
has a horrible pull to the right. I have put new tires, had numerous alignments and all. Nothing

helps it. It has never been in any accident whatsoever, but if these problems keep up there
seems to be one in the near future. I have also took it to several dealerships to get the other
issues checked out but I get the same response. I am to the point where I am terrified to drive it
and especially allow my children to ride in it. I'm sure all of us with the similar issues are not
imaging things. I am so frustrated and to the point I want to consider a lawsuit because I really
don't want a fatal wreck resulted from these malfunctions to finally make someone do
something about these issues. Not my family, your family, or anyone else's. This happens
completely randomly, there is no rhyme or reason, there is absolutely nothing preceding this
incident, it happens on its own, once actually it happened while the car was completely stopped
at red light. I have been to the dealership many many times, they even went so far as to calling a
Kia field tech to come inspect the car, lastly they installed an electronic device which was
apparently recording anything happening to your engine, and sure enough about a week after
installation I had the same issue, I pressed the button but upon returning to Kia dealership I was
told the device had not recorded anything, apparently no codes are generated when the engine
stalls this way. I have no idea how this can be resolved since no one knows how exactly this
occurs and the issue cannot even be replicated. When I am slowing down to around 20 mph, the
car completely shuts down. No power, at all. My family and I wife, 4 year old daughter and 9
month old daughter had just exited the freeway and entered our housing complex. While driving
through the neighborhood our vehicle's engine as well as all electrical components turned off.
We were in motion at the time it turned off. We had another vehicle behind us, but luckily they
saw our vehicle slowing down and drove around us. My wife was driving and stated everything
locked up and, as expected, she had to muscle the steering to pull to the side and out of the
way of traffic. The brake pedal was also depressed all the way to the floor, and had no ABS. We
had to wait for the vehicle to come to a complete stop then put the vehicle in park and start the
engine back up. I initially told my wife to put it in neutral but after trying that, it did not work.
After we got the vehicle back on we drove straight home. I contacted citrus Kia that day and told
them what had happened. I was told that they have not heard of that issue and would have no
way confirming what happened unless it did it while they were inspecting it. The end result is
that they could not locate the problem but did do a number of inspections to "hopefully"
prevent the problem from re-occurring. They told me there is nothing more they could do as
they have no way of actually verifying why the vehicle shut off while in motion. As of this writing
I was advised I could come down and pick up my vehicle, but will refuse until the problem is
found and resolved, as this is my wife's vehicle and I do not want this same problem happening
and it resulting in a injury or fatal collision. I have read edmunds. Please please help. While
attempting to start the vehicle it would not start. The Sorento has a push button start. The issue
started the day we purchased the vehicle and it seems like it is a repeated issue. The Kia dealer
in omaha Nebraska replaced the switch twice and the dealer in fairview hts, il has replaced the
same part at least three times. I'm thinking lemon. It is currently at the dealer in fairview hts, il
for the same issue again. The contact owns a Kia Sorento. The contact stated that the vehicle
stalled. The contact was able to successfully restart the vehicle after numerous attempts. The
vehicle was then taken to an authorized dealer and the contact was informed that the failure
may be related to the electronic system. The dealer stated that the key might have disconnected
from the vehicle and caused the failure. The vehicle was in the process of having the key
synchronized with the electrical system. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure.
The failure mileage was 6, The contact stated that the push start feature did not properly
function and would not turn the vehicle off. The vehicle was taken to the dealer and the dealer
disconnected the ignition from under the hood, but had not been able to repair the failure. The
failure and current mileages were The VIN was not available. After parking the car for 72 hours
at an airport, upon return the car started normally, but the warning light showing a battery
appeared. While driving home, approx 8 miles, the car's dash flashed more warning symbols I
pulled over as the vehicle lost power and stalled. I used Kia's roadside assistance to get a tow
to the dealership. This repair, necessary on this Kia Sorento, occurred at 6, miles. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:. The automotive wiring harness in a Kia Sorento is
becoming increasing more complicated and more difficult to identify due to the installation of
more advanced automotive electrical wiring. One of the most difficult jobs is figuring out where
wiring for remote start, remote starter, remote vehicle starter, remote car starter, remote auto
starter, remote automotive starter, remote auto starter or remote start module should be
connected to on your Kia Sorento. The Modified Life staff has taken every Kia Sorento remote
start wiring diagram, Kia Sorento remote start wireing diagram, Kia Sorento remote starter
wiring diagram, Kia Sorento remote starter diagram, Kia Sorento wiring for remote start, Kia
Sorento remote start wire diagram, Kia Sorento remote starter wiring diagram, Kia Sorento
remote start install diagram and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our

remote start wiring schematics allow you to enjoy remote car starting for an air conditioned
cabin in the summer and remote vehicle starting for a warm interior in the winter. Stop spending
countless hours trying to figure out which remote start wires go to which Kia Sorento electrical
module or automotive harness. Use of the Kia Sorento wiring diagram is at your own risk.
Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found here to
your Kia Sorento. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing
Kia Sorento information or adding a new remote car starter wiring schematic to our resource,
please feel free and post it at the bottom of this page. The Kia Sorento remote start wire color
and location information above is updated as it is submitted by the Modified Life community.
Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would
like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing Kia Sorento information or
adding a new remote car starter wiring schematic to our resource, please feel free and post it at
the bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be
published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. Kia Sedona Wiring Diagrams â€” tail lamps,
position lamps, license lamp, front fog lamps. Your email address will not be published. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. If you have any
questions, please contact with us. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Related Posts. Kia Fault Codes: p Kia Diagnostic Trouble Codes.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Contact Contact Us. This
website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can
opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to
improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that
are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working
of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Kia Sedona Wiring Diagrams â€” short connector. So how do you find out what
problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting
ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. Airbag issues with this vehicle vehicle is not safe to drive Kia needs to recall airbags
may just save a life and mines is at state here Driving on the thru-way going 65 mph when my
vehicle jerked forward suddenly. I was able to pull over, vehicle lost control of steering and
brakes and completely just 'shut off' on me with no fore-warning. Called aaa, tech. Could visibly
see a belt which had ripped out of engine and was dangling under vehicle. I then had vehicle
repaired- a new belt was installed, a brand new alternator, new brakes, oil change. Called aaa,
they serviced me off the thru-way thru-way division and upon having vehicle looked at my
choice shop.. I was told that my vehicle had completely seized was now totally dead and was
non- repairable without a new engine. Also told that my vehicle had little oil even though I had
only 3 weeks prior gotten an oil change and car repairman could not report any physical issues
with oil connections, ie. Gasket leak, drain plug, seal issues. Due to the amount of monies I
have spent from day 1 on this vehicle, my experiences and the lemon the vehicle has proven to
be, I find this incredibly unsettling and know that there were issues going on with this vehicle
prior to it going onto the road that should have been repaired and were not due to no fault of my
own. Aside from these issues, in past there were several other problems related to the locks
and windows locking on there own while vehicle in motion and fuses related to this as well as
the vehicle shocking me when opening drivers side door handle which is incredibly unsafe! I
request that someone please look into the recall withholding which has come to light with Kia
and my vehicle qualifying for these recalls as Kia has told me that they are unwilling to assist
me financially as well as West herr. Search CarComplaints. The vehicle was sitting in the
driveway approximately 30 to 45 minutes after having been driven. I had noticed nothing
unusual when driving the car. I walked outside to the driveway and flames were visible inside
the car. The car was unoccupied and was not running. The switch was turned off and the keys
were removed. The doors were locked. I unlocked the doors and put the fire out with a pan of
water. I let it cool off and cranked it and moved it out of the driveway to the side of the road. I
removed the battery cable for safety reasons. The emergency flasher switch apparently had

melted and the flashers would not turn off. Since I purchased this vehicle brand new in
December I have had to replace the headlight wiring 4 times and have to change the headlight
bulb at least once every months. Each time I have had the wiring harness replaced after the
third light bulb change the wiring harness begins to melt and then loses connection with the
bulb therefor my headlights are intermittent. I drive Kia sorrento , its at , miles. For the last miles
my car has started burning through abnormally high amounts of oil. It doesn't give any warning
signs and the low oil warning light never comes on. For my last 3 services which were in June,
August and November, all well before I was due for oil change, I was told that there was next to
none oil left in my car. On Nov 16th, while I was driving on a freeway my car without giving me
any warning or indication that oil was running low, decelerated from 60mph to 30mph and the
check engine sign started flashing. I pulled aside and got it towed to a nearby car auto repair
shop. I was told that there was next to none oil in my car and because it had been running
without any oil my engine was all damaged. I was told that my Kia needed engine replacement. I
was also told that the mechanic didn't find any leaks or other reasons why oil might be getting
consumed so quickly. I searched online about why I might be having this problem and found
that many other Kia owners across America are experiencing same problems with abnormally
high amount of oil consumption. Since then I have been trying to get in touch with Kia corporate
to see if they might be able to help me figure out what has been happening but I have been
unsuccessful. On a busy highway rt. Than lost all power. And got over to the shoulder. Try a
jump after 3 minutes the vehicle shut back down. Driving on the interstate or in town, I lose all
power with no warning other than a jerk that feels like I have been hit in the rear. Then it goes
dead. I crank it back up and it runs for a while then repeats. I took to Kia dealership and left it
today, but they are saying it is not part of a recall, after Kia Corp. Told my father last week that it
was a recall on the power train control module. It is there now to be checked 1st thing in the
morning. I spent on 5grand for a rebuilt engine. Original complaint was electrical system did not
give me any indication that there was an issue with my oil or engine. Driving down a main street
where my car suddenly died. I had to pull off to the side of the road. I was able to restart it. Once
it was restarted you can hear loud clicking from the engine. Fast forward to a year and 4 months
later. Rebuilt engine on Feb Once again no indication that there was a problem with my car. No
oil light. I was driving on the highway when my car was not picking up on accelerating. I
decided after work I put some oil into my engine. Schedule an appt with my mechanic to have
my oil changed. The next day my car would not start. Had my mechanic tow my car and later
tells me that it was my engine again. Stated he could find an engine for over 3grand for me.
Unfortunately I do not have the money. I am now out of a car again with a newborn and trying to
find rides to and from work. I just recently moved and cannot afford this. My VIN is not listed in
the recalls and it should be. Kia has faulty engines and it is not just the one engine. Last engine
failure was at miles. This time it is at miles. Why are my oil lights not coming on when there is
low oil" why was this problem not fixed to begin with?? I don't even trust my car with my Kia
dealership anymore because they are crooks and liars. I still have 10grand left to pay for this
car! As I was driving, I noticed smoke coming from under my hood and when I pulled over to
check, my car blew up in flames. While my vehicle was in motion on the highway going over
70mph my engine shut off, my speedometer dropped from 70 to 40 causing the vehicle behind
me to have to pull into on coming traffic two lane road going down mountain to avoid slamming
into my vehicle. Prior to this oil, check engine, and four wheel drive lights all began to flash.
Pulled over, shut off vehicle and vehicle started after some struggle. Drove with hazards all the
way home. Before this my vehicle would lose power while driving. My rpms would drop and
hitting the gas did nothing. Every time vehicle starts making knocking sound before rattling and
stalling out. Vehicle has been in motion every single time it loses power, or the engine stalls
out. Immediately purchased car fax to see all open recalls on my vehicle. This is one of the
major ones. Entire replacement of engine. Kia refuses to replace my engine and only kept my
vehicle in the shop for 56 minutes before telling me it was ready for pick up. When engine is
acting up, removing my foot from the gas does not slow the vehicle. This vehicle is incredibly
dangerous and unpredictable. I have replaced the passenger side low beam light multiple times
because of it burning out prematurely. I bought another bulb to have it replaced and the old
bulb was still good. The auto parts store checked the fuses and all are ok. Kia recall. On May 22,
, my Kia Sorento caught fire and was totaled. There was no explanation at this time, but now it is
coming to surface that these vehicles are spontaneously catching fire. I was driving the truck
when I heard a loud noise like a fire gun than I saw smoke coming out from the engine, I pulled
over and saw that the engine was already on fire, I got my two daughters out of the truck and
five minutes later the whole truck exploted - Riverside, CA, USA. While driving all warning lights
on dashboard turned on and my car started shaking and I hear the engine turn off while in the
middle of driving. I was in a residential area going down hill and speed limit was 25 mph so I

was able to pull to the side of the road. The lights would stay on and would not turn off. The
gears were stuck as well, it would not let me park the car. I waited a few minutes to turn car off
and it worked. I used the emergency brakes to keep car from rolling. I then waited a few minutes
to turn car on lights on again and was able to shift the car into park. I have my car service
routinely and no warning of something like this could happen. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. Advanced Search Search Tips. This 6-pin headlight wiring harness
adapter set will allow you to connect lights to your turn signals or driving lights without splicing
into the main wiring harness. The images above show individual connectors for each of the six
wires, but the adapter set that we currently are shipping do not have those connectors. This
means that you can convert your car back to stock simply by removing the adapter set at a later
date without any cutting of the wires in your car. This 6-pin adapter set will work on cars such
as the Tiburon, i30, 09 Sonata, Elantra, etc. Please check the headlight connector
2000 cadillac deville problems
2004 kia spectra interior
2017 chevy trailblazer ss
in your car to make sure that the connector looks the same, because some cars may have
different connectors. Each car has different pin locations for ground wire, low beam headlight,
high beam headlight, turn signal, etc. Price includes shipping and handling charges to
anywhere in North America, Asia and Europe. For other regions, please email us for a shipping
quote. Please wait Search Advanced Search Search Tips. New Products. Choose Options. Add
To Cart. See 3 more pictures. Product Description Headlight Wiring Harness Adapter Set This
6-pin headlight wiring harness adapter set will allow you to connect lights to your turn signals
or driving lights without splicing into the main wiring harness. You will have to find the
appropriate connector for whatever function you are looking for. Price is for one set of
connector harnesses, enough for one car. Price may change at any time. Powerfolding Mirror
Auto Relay Kit. Fender Brace Kit. Our Newsletter Your First Name:. Your Email Address:.

